ADVENTURA
Type: SHPOUNTZ 44-40 SCHOONER WITH
FORE AND AFT SAILS
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1987
Length: 15.05 M
Width: 4.88 M
Home port: HONFLEUR
Owner: private owner, member of L’AHVG
HONFLEUR
A modern version of the schooners of
yesteryear, “Adventura” is not always
considered as an historic boat. Her interest
lies in the unconventional personality of her
French architect, Daniel Z. Bombigher
(1943-2003). Romantically influenced by his gypsy ascendancy and the Moitessier saga, fascinated by
the conquest of the American Wild West, he created detailed plans for amateurs, based on old
designs yet incorporating modern technology. He proposed latin barques, schooners, brigantines,
even a 56 meter three-masted schooner. He sold a total of 150 plans world-wide, the actual ships
boasting remarkable nautical qualities. The gypsy word “schpounz” refers to the village simpleton
who knows the secrets of wind, springs and plants. The name “44-40” comes from the 1873
Winchester rifle. The place where the ship was built, SARL Macosa, although not a real shipyard, is a
symbol of French made quality, producing top of the range lingerie and, more recently, “marinières”
(sailor shirts).

ANGELUS
Type: COTENTIN DINGHY
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1943
Length: 5.35 M
Width: 2.10 M
Home port: CHERBOURG
Association : AMARRAGE, CHERBOURG
Built by the Bellot shipyard in Barfleur in
1943, « Angelus » is a lug-sailed boat.
Used for coastal fishing (trailnet, net,
breastline, pots), this Cotentin dinghy was
restored in 1992 for the “Bateaux des
Côtes de France Brest 1992” contest.

ANÉMONE
Type: CHAUSEY DINGHY
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1952
Length: 4.20 M
Width: 1.80 M
Home port: CHAUSEY
Association : LA COMPAGNIE DES CANOTS CHAUSIAIS
Although they had existed since the 19th century, the
acme of Chausey fore-masted boats took place in the
1920s. These boats, 11 to 13 feet long, were used in
the archipelago from April to October for lobster pots.
Sometimes equipped for fishing with net or trailnet,
these sturdy boats were propelled by sail, oars or sculloar. From 1950 onwards, these boats were
transformed by Chausey families into pleasure boats.
In 1952 the Jardin family ordered the first Chausey
boat made for yachting, built by Servain: “Anémone”.
The plans were drawn from measurements effected in
Saint Malo in 1957. Nowadays the thriving Chausey
flotilla numbers a dozen boats. “Anémone” (CM 151)
differs from fishing boats in having coaming and
catwalks to improve the crew’s comfort. This 13 feet
long unit nevertheless retains a hull shape that is well
suited to the sailing conditions in the Chausey
archipelago, with a shallow draught allowing it to
navigate among sand banks and rocks in an area
having the most important tidal range in Europe.

ANNE MATHILDE
Type: CALVADOS FLAMBART
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1987
Length: 6.27 M
Width: 2.40 M
Home port: DIVES sur MER
Association : CAPAC DIVES-SUR-MER.
« Anne Mathilde » was built in 1987 as
part of a training project for shipwrights in which François Renault had been involved. She was
bought in 1991 by le Verguillon, then by CAPAC in 1997, this time with the help of the towns of
Cabourg, Dives-sur-Mer and Houlgate, the Conseil Général and the Conseil Régional. “Anne
Mathilde” then became the Dives Estuary Boat and took part in numerous events: Brest in 2000 and
2004, Golfe du Morbihan in 2003, 2005 and 2007, and various events on the Channel coast.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------L’ASTERIE
Type: CARAVELLE SAILING DINGHY WITH BALLAST
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1977
Length: 4.60 M
Width: 1.80 M
Home port: DIVES sur MER
Association : CAPAC DIVES-SUR-MER
In 1964 the Club Nautique des
Glénans asked naval architect JeanJacques Herbulot to design a new
Caravelle to train people for coastal
cruising. The Caragogne (from
Caravelle and Cigogne, Fort Cigogne
being the CNG base in the Glénans
archipelago) was eventually chosen.
The hull, identical to the standard Caravelle, is fitted with a 75kg ballast. The standard model’s sabre
centerboard (up to 1967) was replaced by a brass block from which a removable metal keel
protrudes, improving stability and facilitating beaching. The bow is fitted with a roof with a door to
shelter fishing equipment. There are two versions of this boat: the Caragogne proper has two
“coffin” type berths, which extend into the cockpit as benches. The fishing Caravelle lacks these
features. CAPAC owns both versions.

AURE ET VIRE
Type: SERVICE BOAT FOR LIGHTHOUSES AND
BEACONS
Origin: SERVICE
Construction: 1949
Length: 12 M
Width: 3.10 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : CNCN, CAEN
« Aure et Vire » was used until 1970 for
establishing and servicing beacons along the
Côte de Nacre, in Calvados. Bought by a
private owner in 1972, she was refitted and
transformed into a yacht based in Ouistreham.
In 2013 her owner donated it to the CNCN,
including all the tackle, for the symbolic sum
of one euro.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------BACCHUS
Type: CUTTER
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1960
Length: 6.30 M
Width: 2.30 M
Home port: OUISTREHAM
Association : private owner.
Following the recent demise of her owner, and until
his son takes possession, « Bacchus » is currently
based at the Conservatoire Nautique de Caen
Normandie.

BELENOS
Type: DINGHY
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1950s
Length: 4.22 M
Width: 1.66 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : VERGUILLON, EPRON.
One of the peculiarities of this boat
is the shipyard that built her,
Labrèque in Courseulles, who did
not use plans but worked from a
mould based on a half hull model. The boat is currently undergoing total restoration at the
Conservatoire Nautique de Caen Normandie. This task is being carried out by a student from Lycée
Edmond Doucet in Equeurdreville as part of his training for a shipwright’s diploma (Baccaulauréat
professionnel).

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------BIQUETTE
Type: PICOTEUX
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1952
Length: 5.20 M
Width: 1.78 M
Home port: DIVES sur MER
Association : CAPAC
« Biquette » is one of the last
“picoteux” built by the
Labrèque shipyard. Sold to CAPAC in 1995 by Mrs Rousseau she was restored in 2009 by shipwright
Olivier Oudry. She is regularly requested for demonstrations of dragnet fishing in the Dives estuary
harbors.

LA BOUCAILLE
Type: MANCHE COURLIS
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1967
Length: 5.40 M
Width: 2.10 M
Home port: DIVES sur MER
Association : CAPAC
“La Boucaille” was built in the 1960s in the
pure tradition of fishing boats. She was
rigged as a longboat like the Norman
longboats that used to go fishing under sail
only.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------BRISE
Type: COURSEULLES CUTTER
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1921
Length: 5.80 M
Width: 2.15 M
Home port: HONFLEUR
Association : private owner.
Built in 1920 by the Labrèque
shipyard in Courseulles,
“Brise” was launched on 25
January 1921. Discovered at the end of the 1980s in a field, she was then acquired by the Brise
association and entirely restored. Listed as a historic monument, she regularly participates in sea
outings and various events.

BRISE DES NUITS
Type: COTENTIN VAQUELOTTE (OPEN BOAT)
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1922
Length: 5.32 M
Width: 2.17 M
Home port: CHERBOURG
Association : AMARRAGE 80, CHERBOURG
Until 1958, the successive owners of « Brise des
Nuits » used her for professional fishing. Then she
came into the hands of the Boinet family, from
Tourlaville. The boat sailed many years as a pleasure boat. She was bought by Serge Loit, her current
owner, in 2002 and restored in 2003. Based in Cherbourg’s outer harbor, she sails with the Amarrage
association and participates in various events (Tall Ships Race in Cherbourg, Fishing Ports Challenge in
St Vaast-la-Hougue in 2005, Barfleur regatta, sea outings in Omonville, Barfleur, St Vaast,
Carentan…). In 2014 a more ambitious restoration was envisaged, but to date work hasn’t started.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------BUL-BUL
Type: LONGBOAT
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1926
Length: 5.50 M
Width: 2.10 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : VERGUILLON, EPRON
Built in the Labrèque shipyard in
Courseulles in 1926, “Bul-Bul” is a big
clinker built longboat, with a floor
plate less curved than on “Manichée”.
Like the latter, she is rigged as a
“houari” (“leg of mutton” sail), an evolution of the cutter rigging, with a greater rake of the yardarm
to insure better efficiency when sailing upwind. It also allows to eliminate the jib, a difficult sail to
use. Through the “bermudan” type, this leads to the contemporary “marconi”. There is, however, a
great similarity between these two types of hull. The shape of “Bul-Bul” is closely derived from the
boats used by coastal fishermen, especially in Arromanches-les-bains. Only the rigging differs, for the
latter were rigged with lug-sail and mizzen. “Bul-Bul” was originally fitted with a 5HP “LL” petrol
engine. After a hectic life and many owners (six have been identified to date), more and more
disfigured, it was spotted in the Club Nautique de Franceville by a member of Verguillon.

CAROLUS
Type: DAUPHIN CUTTER.
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1950s
Length: 6.40 M
Width: 2.28 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : CNCN, Caen
The “dauphin” is the last
type of boat to have been
built by the Labrèque
shipyard in Courseulles.
Thirteen units were
launched altogether. It is
difficult to consider them as
a series, each unit having significant differences in terms of dimensions. The first one was 5.57 m
long between rabbets, while one of the last, still in use in Courseulles harbour in the 1990s, was
6.40m. “Carolus” is a small cutter yacht intended for coastal cruising. She is one of the last Dauphins
built by the shipyard, together with “Gilfranca”. The Labrèque shipyard, then mostly interested in
yachting, adapted to the times. This transformation affected all the shipyards that had built
traditional boats for decades. To cope with modern times, the traditional appearance of the hull was
slightly modified. The fashion of the time imposed an important stem rake, as opposed to older units
like “Manichée” (1927) or “Bulbul” (1926) whose stems were vertical. Other shipyards on the coast,
like André Bellot in Port-en-Bessin and Louis Longuemar in Grandcamp, built yachts of similar type,
following similar evolutions. (The last “picoteux”, like “Biquette” now in Dives and “Crocil” in the
Tatihou museum, also had greater stem rake). Rigging was also modernized with the introduction of
“Marconi” rigging. However, the personality of Labrèque boats is visible in “Carolus”: for instance,
the “pinche”, an arrangement of water inlets along the float line typical of the shipyard, inherited
from Arthur, Constant and Louis Labrèque’s father. Also the varnished wale with a sort of rim at the
bottom and again the broad stem and stern transoms. “Carolus” has flush planking on bent ribs. The
wood used for planking and most of the framework is mahogany. The bottom planking is in elm,
according to tradition. She is half-decked with a cabin. There is a small cockpit aft. A sliding board
permits entrance to the cabin. The motor is a 15 HP Couach CL 2. Inside the cabin there is a ceiling
with apertures and berths on either side.

CHRISTINO
Type: MANCHE COURLIS
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1960s
Length: 5.45 M
Width: 2.05 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : CNCN CAEN
“Christino” was built from
measurements effected
on “Mélusine”, the first
unit in the series. She was
not built from plans but
from a mould based on a half hull model.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------COCCINELLE
Type: AILE KEELED YACHT
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1936
Length: 7.10 M
Width: 1.60 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : VERGUILLON, EPRON
In 1935 the Yacht Club d’Ile de
France was in quest of the keeled
yacht of the future. They ordered a
prototype from a Finnish shipyard,
“Abö Bätvarf” (Abö being the old
name of Turku in the days of Swedish rule). The boat proved very fast and seaworthy. Fund-raising
was so successful that 50 boats were ordered. They were eventually delivered in 1936 and called
“Aile” as a tribute to Virginie Hériot, gold medalist in the 1928 Olympics on “Aile VI”. More boats
were ordered by the ports of Ouistreham and Le Havre. The “Ailes” were subsequently built under
license by French shipyards, in wood then in polyester. The ACCF shipyard in Pont l’Abbé still builds
them to this day. There are about 45 extant. Almost all the first generation “Ailes” were destroyed
during the 1944 bombings. “Coccinelle” is one of the rare survivors. With her former owner, François
Liais, she sailed in the Orne bay. Later stored in a barn, the boat was saved in extremis by a member
of the Verguillon association, who undertook her restoration in 2006.

CORMORAN
Type: MONOTYPE KEELED SLOOP
Origin: NAVY CADET TRAINING
Construction: 1947
Length: 5.50 M
Width: 2.00 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : AMERAMI
MUSEE DE LA MARINE, PARIS
In spite of her name « Cormoran » is
not a real “cormoran” (1924 “jauge à
restriction”), but a Benodet
monotype built in small series (12 units) to train the cadets of the Ecole Navale. In 1948 a legacy from
Virginie Hériot permitted their construction by the Craff shipyard in Bénodet. This seafaring lady had
already offered the school 11 monotypes made in Brest in 1924. She had also had racing sailboats
built, “Aile” (8m) and “Petite Aile” (6m) in 1922. On one of these boats, “Aile VI”, she won a gold
medal at the Olympic Games in Amsterdam in 1928. The “Aile” monotype, built in Finland before the
War, then in France under license, is different. Her name, however, is a tribute to the sailor, who also
gave her name to the 1932 promotion of Ecole Navale officers.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------COURRIER DES ILES
Type: CUTTER
Origin: PASSENGER AND FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION
Construction: 1986
Length: 10.90 M
Width: 3.65 M
Home port: GRANVILLE
Association : SARL NORMAND’ÎLES
« Courrier des Iles » is a fore and aft sailed cutter. She is the
last boat designed by Mr Durand-Couppel de Saint-Front,
better known as Marin Marie. This great painter and
talented skipper designed a sailing boat that had to reconcile conflicting qualities: a hull that would
be both bulky – to accommodate freight and passengers – and sharp – so as to work well under sail
and also with the motor. With a cockpit, a spacious mess room and sheltered wheelhouse, she can
carry 15 passengers in the best conditions of safety and comfort. Anchored in the midst of the
Chausey rocks, this cutter can carry 6 tons of clams, 5 tons of concrete blocks and various building
materials, 4000 litres of diesel fuel for aquaculturists’ tractors, and 15 passengers. This sailing boat,
which goes well even in calm weather, is easily manned by a single person.

DALC’H MAD
Type: MONOTYPE KEELED BOAT
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1936
Length: 6.50 M
Width: 1.75 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : AMERAMI
MUSEE DE LA MARINE, PARIS
Disagreeing with the International
Rating established in 1906 at the
London congress, Eugène Laverne of
the Cercle de Voile de Paris, proposed
to create a monotype cheaper than
the 6m JL. The 6.5m boat had to fit the
standard railway cars of the time, hence the name “série chemin de fer”. Success came in 1907 when
she became “série nationale”. Later she became “série internationale” (1919) and “série olympique”
at the 1920 Antwerp Games, 125 units of the 6.5m SI were built. Rigging changed along with the
times: originally “gaff rigged”, it became “houari” then “bermudan”. After a change of rating in 1973,
this century old series is still active, particularly on Lake Geneva where they regularly compete in
both vintage (historic rating) and modern (1973 rating) categories.
DEHEL
Type: PILOT BOAT / FORE AND AFT RIGGED CUTTER
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1931
Length: 12.37 M
Width: 4.58 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : AMERAMI
MUSEE DE LA MARINE, PARIS
« Dehel » was built in 1931, influenced by the eponymous pilot
boat from Ouistreham. Following custom, she retained the
name of her predecessor, composed of the initials of the five
pilots working on her board: Désiré, Emile, Henri, Edouard,
Louis. Commissioned as a fishing boat, she was the only
trawling barque (pole trawl, later otter trawl) in Dives-sur-Mer.
She was laid up in 1967 and left in poor condition. Bought by
the Gouédard family, she was eventually transferred to the
Amerami association in 1984. She was restored at the Chantiers
Maritimes Honfleurais, then at the Conservatoire Maritime
from 1989 to 1994. She was careened in 2007 at the CNCN by
trainees. Berthed in Caen harbour, she is in perfect condition
for navigation. In 2014, however, she was temporarily bereft of
her sails that had been damaged by a fire in the sail loft where
they were stored.

DINGAU
Type: STABILAIR FOLDING DINGHY
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1969
Length: 3.33 M
Width: 0.90 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : AMERAMI
MUSEE DE LA MARINE, PARIS
« Dingau » is one of two « Stabilair »
folding dinghies owned by Amerami. In
1907 Johann Klepper, a German clothier
by trade, created a revolutionary folding kayak. Easy to carry and boosted by a very modern
advertising campaign, it became the bestselling kayak in Europe in the 1930s. This boat, designed for
leisure activities, was to have a great military life. Transportable at will, including on board a
submarine, manoeuvrable, easily sinkable for invisibility, the Klepper kayak became the favourite
tool of British commandos dropped by submarines for sabotage or reconnaissance missions on the
future landing beaches. In 1936 Jean Chauveau created a folding kayak directly inspired by the
Klepper and offering the same qualities. After 1945 production was diversified, including dinghies as
well as small foldable sailing dinghies, stabilised by inflatable side buoyancy tubes (stabilair), while
the Nautiraid Company was created. Nautiraid and Klepper are still the two leaders of the folding
kayak market today.

L’ETOILE
Type: CARAGOGNE
(SAILING DINGHY WITH BALLAST)
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1970 to 74
Length: 4.60 M
Width: 1.80 M
Home port: DIVES SUR MER
Association : CAPAC, DIVES SUR MER
In 1964 the Club Nautique des Glénans
asked naval architect Jean-Jacques
Herbulot to design a new Caravelle to
train people for coastal cruising. The
Caragogne (from Caravelle and
Cigogne, Fort Cigogne being the CNG
base in the Glénans archipelago) was eventually chosen. The hull, identical to the standard Caravelle,
is fitted with a 75kg ballast. The standard model’s sabre centerboard (up to 1967) was replaced by a
brass block from which a removable metal keel protrudes, once more improving stability and
facilitating beaching. The bow is fitted with a roof with a door, to shelter fishing equipment. There
are two versions of this boat: the Caragogne proper has two “coffin”-type berths, which extend into
the cockpit as benches. The fishing Caravelle lacks these features. CAPAC owns both versions:
“Astérie” in working order, and “L’Etoile” which is being restored.

LE FIDES
Type: DUNDEE TUNA BOAT
WITH FORE AND AFT SAILS
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1947
Length: 17 M
Width: 4.80 M
Home port: HONFLEUR
Association: AHVG,
HONFLEUR
“Le Fides” is the last tuna
boat built with the original
Dundee rigging. The term
“dandy rig”, later fallen in
disuse, applied around 1830
to a ketch whose foremast,
placed backwards, carried a
sail whose area was at least
one-third of the main sail, as
opposed to half for an
ordinary ketch. This rigging
was adopted on French tuna
boats under the name
“Dundee” from 1883. At its
acme this type of boat had a
huge sail area, a foremast, a
mizzen mast, and a hull with
pronounced counter at the
stern. This permitted to go fishing albacores in the Bay of Biscayne. The vulnerability of these boats
appeared on 20 September 1930 during a catastrophic storm: 210 casualties, 28 ships lost, 40
destroyed, 400 severely damaged. Some boats were submerged from behind, others broke their hull.
The construction of “Le Fides” is typical of the evolution following these events. The counter is
shorter, with a canoe-like stern. After her first restoration she was seaworthy but a leak sank her in
the harbour in 2013. Her owner then created an association to appeal to volunteers and raise funds
in order to restore her entirely.

FRANCE
Type: PERISSOIRE/SEA KAYAK
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1930s
Length: 5.10 M
Width: 0.75 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : VERGUILLON, CAEN
This « Périssoire » was owned by
Mr Héroult, an oyster dealer in
Courseulles-sur-mer.

FRANCOIS EMMANUEL
Type: BISQUINE LONGBOAT (LUGGER)
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1968
Length: 8.0 M
Width: 2.89 M
Home port: ISIGNY SUR MER
Association : ATALIER DU CHUQUET
« François Emmanuel » is the last
longboat built by the Bellot shipyard
in Port-en-Bessin. The fisherman that
ordered her and named her “Va Petit
Mousse” almost immediately sold her
to a fisherman from Barfleur. When
she arrived the inhabitants of Barfleur
welcomed her as the largest longboat
in the harbour. Used for professional
fishing until the 1980s the boat was
then bought and used for amateur
fishing. Many transformations were
made to the hull, without regard to authenticity. Philippe Morel bought her in 2001. He entirely
restored the hull to original condition and rigged her as an Isigny “bisquine”. Since then, “François
Emmanuel” has participated in scientific fishing outings for the Agence de l’Eau and Ifremer, trawling
under sail.

FRANCOISE LOUISE
Type: VAQUELOTTE
Origin: COASTAL FISHING
Construction: 1903
Length: 4.95 M
Width: 1.78 M
Home port: CHERBOURG
Association : CHERBOURG VOILES COTENTINES
“Françoise Louise” is a Cotentin vaguelotte with
reefing cleats, “coëffe” and lug-sail rigging with
jib on jib-boom. She has an above transom tiller
and a “liverloof ring” for the foresail sheet. The
boat was built in Barfleur between 1902 and
1903. According to various sources, the shipyard
could be Bellot. All through the 20th century this
boat, originally named “Louise”, regularly
changed owners and employment. In 2000
Pierre Aubert gave her the name “Françoise
Louise”. When establishing the navigation
papers, the Varin shipyard in Querqueville was
mentioned as the builder: it appears likely that
they adapted her in 1947 to return to coastal
fishing. “Françoise Louise” sank in the outer
port of Cherbourg in 2006. Sold in 2007 to JeanBaptiste Anceret, a shipwright, she was
abandoned in the far end of the harbor. In 2008
the Cherbourg-Voiles Cotentines association
acquired her. Initially entrusted to the CNCN in
Caen, she was brought back to a Tourlaville
shipyard in 2014 in view of a restoration as close
to the original as possible.

GAI MARIN
Type: DINGHY
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1947
Length: 4.30 M
Width: ??
Home port: BARFLEUR
Association : PHILIPPE LUKOWSKI
Built in 1947 in the Bellot shipyard
in Cherbourg for yachting, this 4.3
m dinghy now belongs to Philippe
Lukowski, an enthusiast for old
boats. “I bought this dinghy by
chance”, he says. “I used to own
an old 5.50m “olonnois” type
sailing boat. Ten years ago she was
to be restored by Amarrage, an
association based in
Equeurdreville created in 1989 by
mental health patients and
medical staff, who act in favour of
conserving the maritime heritage.
When about to restore my
olonnois, we realized that she was
beyond repair. The association
then offered to give me “Gai
Marin” instead. The former owner
had just donated her to the
association. It’s my wish to always
have a traditional boat and
particularly to save one from
destruction. It’s been fulfilled with
“Gai Marin”. There are still two
vaquelottes, one olonnois and a
Fermanville flat-bottomed boat to
be saved in the association.” It
took no less than twelve months
to restore this boat.

GARMOUTH
Type: ROYAL NAVY SERVICE BOAT
Origin: LIAISING WITH THE FLEET
Construction: 1944
Length: 15.90 M
Width: 4.52 M
Home port: HONFLEUR
Association : private owner
Built in 1944, « Garmouth » was
named after her home port
situated in the North of Scotland,
at the mouth of the river Spey.
She was in charge of liaising
(carrying staff, mail and tobacco)
with the Scapa Flow base in the
Orkneys. After the 1944 landing,
“Garmouth” continued her
mission with the Channel fleet. In
active service until 1960, she was
bought by an officer who
transformed her to use her as a
yacht. After buying her in 2003,
her present owner renovated her
entirely (hull, interior fittings, new
masts).

FRANCOIS MONIQUE
Type: SHELLFISH FISHING SLOOP
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1935
Length: 11.40 M
Width: 3.92 M
Home port: DEAUVILLE
Association : PETIT FOC, TROUVILLE-SUR-MER
« François Monique » is a shellfish fishing
sloop built in the Chantier du Fret shipyard in
Brest by Auguste Tertu. She was launched on 16 September 1935 for scallop fishing but also for
collecting marl and red wrack. Sold in 1958 to a family of fishermen from Rostiviec, she was driven
onto rocks during a storm in 1970. Refloated and towed, she was brought back to the Tertu shipyard
in Rostelec and stranded on mudflats. Bought in 1971 and fitted as a yacht, she was renamed “Petit
Foc”. After being bought by two friends in 1979, she was extensively repaired in the Passagère
shipyard in Saint Malo, retrieving her “traditional” character. Purchased in 1989 by a shipwright in
Paimpol, she underwent more work on her hull, ribs, floor timber and deck, in order to sail in the
Northern seas. From 2001 on, the boat was used for pleasure outings in the Gulf of Morbihan, then
the bay of Les Sables d’Olonne, starting in 2005. The boat was finally bought in 2008 by Franck Brise,
who took her to Trouville-Deauville, while the Petit Foc association was created and started restoring
the shellfish boat, renaming her “François Monique”.
Caption: After many years as a yacht, the shellfish fishing boat “François Monique” now belongs to
the Petit Foc association, which organizes educational, cultural and environmental outings on the
Côte Fleurie and the Côte de Nacre.

FLEUR DE LAMPAUL
Type: DUNDEE
Origin: COASTAL TRADE
Construction: 1947-48
Length: 20.60 M
Width: 6.50 M
Home port: CHERBOURG
Association : NORDET CROISIERE
“Fleur de Lampaul”, a French
Dundee, was launched in 1948.
She was first used as a freighter,
before concentrating on sand
extraction and transport from
Aber-Ildut to Brest, Landerneau
and Chateaulun. She was owned
and operated by the Le Guen
family until 1975. She was then
sold to Mr Bescond of Saint-Pabu
and used for sand extraction in
Aber-Benoît. The ship was then
entirely motorized and the sail
disappeared. In 1983 she was left
on mud flats in Aber-Benoît.
Fortunately she became a
training ship for young sailors in
1985. Listed as an historic
monument in 1987, she was used
as a mobile book-shop until 1990.
Later serving as an oceanographic sailing ship she took children for voyages around the world. These
expeditions were related in a documentary series by Charles Hervé-Gruyer. In 2002 the ship was
bought by the Fondation Nicolas Hulot. At that time she was used by people involved in coastal
activities to help protect the marine environment. She was sold in 2010 to the Nordet Croisière
company, and has effected cruises between the Norman coast and Norway.
Caption: Completely restored in 2004 and 2005 in the Bernard shipyard in Saint-Vaast-la-Hougue,
“Fleur de Lampaul” took part in great nautical events such as the Solidaire du Chocolat.

GIL FRANCA
Type: DAUPHIN
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1961
Length: 6.30 M
Width: 2.40 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : OCTANT, CAEN
Established in Courseulles
since 1876, the Labrèque
shipyard specialized in small
fishing boats, especially
“picoteux”. From 1950 on,
the shipyard diversified its
activities with yachts
destined to amateur fishing.
Well equipped for small
cruises, the “dauphins”
were part of this
diversification. Built on the
same pattern, the 13 units
do not constitute a series,
strictly speaking, as there
were variations in terms of
length (from 5.57m to
6.60m) and the types of
wood employed. Built in
1961 “Gil Franca” was sold
to Octant in 1995. The name
is the contraction of those
of the first owner’s three
children, Gilles, Francine
and Catherine.

GOLDEN BEAVER
Type:
KETCH WITH SAILS AND MOTOR
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1954
Length: 15.24 M
Width: 3.81 M
Home port: HONFLEUR
Association : private owner
Until WW1, the Hillyard
shipyard specialized in
longboats, whaleboats and
service boats for the Royal
Navy. Then in 1920 David
Hillyard built yachts that soon
became the reference among
English motorized cruisers
between the wars, with perfect
seaworthiness and typical
British comfort. Until the
demise of the shipyard in 1990
about 600 boats were
produced, with 200 still sailing
and a strong owners’
association. Built in 1954,
“Golden Beaver” is in original
condition. Apart from replacing
keel bolts, her vitals and
structure are still in perfect
condition. Incidentally, the
original fittings included a
bathtub and a stained-glass
window!

GWALARN
Type: SLOOP
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1933
Length: 9.62 M
Width: 2.58 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : CNCN, CAEN
« Gwalarn »’s hull has the
pure and elegant shape of
a racing yacht of the
1930s. She was the
brainchild of naval
architect Henri Dervin
(1903-1966), who
designed many distinctive
cutters, some of which
have become mythical:
“Sereine” belonging to Les
Glénans, Jacques-Yves Le
Toumelin’s “Kurun”,
Marcel Bardiaux’s “Quatre
Vents”… Dervin started
designing yachts in 1923.
He broadened his
activities, building fishing
boats and service boats
for the Marine Nationale,
who made him architectadvisor after the
Liberation. One of the
founding members of the Société des Architectes Navals, he also became a judiciary expert thanks to
his vast knowledge of all types of boats. He wrote a treaty on building wooden boats. François
Lelièvre bought “Gwalarn” in Pont-Aven in 1986. In spite of her very poor condition (many leaks) he
immediately took her to the first nautical event in Douarnenez, before taking her to Nantes on a
“perilous cruise”, according to the then owner. Unable to restore her, he donated her to Amerami in
1988. She is now waiting for a well-deserved restoration.

HESPERUS
Type: SLOOP
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1939
Length: 8.25 M
Width: 2.60 M
Home port: HONFLEUR
Association : Private owner
« Hesperus » was built in 1939 in Carentec. Her architect, Talma
Bertrand (1873-1954) had already built “Anahita”, the boat on
which Commandant Bernicot sailed round the world between
1936 and 1938. “Hesperus” has the same lines as “Anahita”, albeit
smaller (8.25m instead of 12.50m). “Hesperus” never stopped
sailing although she had 11 different owners. Always taken good
care of, she underwent important restorations in 1964, and again
between 2003 and 2005. This elegant and refined yacht, with a
rounded bow, counter stern and original bronze fittings, is still
perfectly seaworthy.

LA GRANDCOPAISE
Type: TRAWLER BARQUE
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1949
Length: 14.65 M
Width: 4.66 M
Home port: GRANDCAMP-MAISY
Association : VIEUX GREEMENTS
TORBOUAY DU BESSIN,
GRANDCAMP-MAISY
Built in 1949 by the Cherbourg
shipyard Barbanchon et Doucet,
following plans dating back to
1934, the boat, then named
« Deux Amis », was fitted for
professional fishing until 1968.
This type of trawler was used by
several ports in the Seine bay for
fishing in open seas and along the
southern coast of England
between 1880 and 1914. She was
later sold to a yachtsman,
becoming “François Patrick”. After
some repair work, the boat was
abandoned in the harbor of
Grandcamp-Maisy where she was
at one point submerged by the
tides. The Services de
l’Equipement contemplated destroying her when several people teamed up to save this rare boat.
She was acquired by the town of Grandcamp-Maisy for the symbolic sum of one franc, and 50%
donated to the “Vieux Gréements Torbouay du Bessin” association. The association received public
and private subsidies to refloat and restore her. The name “Grandcopaise” was chosen. Work was
eventually completed in June 1993. The hull has been listed in the “inventaire supplémentaire des
monuments historiques” since 1993.
Caption: based on trawler barques of the Seine bay, “La Grandcopaise” has been listed as an historic
monument since 1993.

LA GRANVILLAISE
Type: BISQUINE/LUGGER
Origin: OYSTER FISHING, TRAWLING
Construction: 1990
Length: 18.28 M
Width: 4.76 M
Home port: GRANVILLE
Association : MARINES DE HEREL BARQUE
Together with « La Cancalaise », rebuilt in
1987, « La Granvillaise » is one of the two
“bisquines” extant. Building started in the
Anfray shipyard in Granville, from the
original plans of an authentic bisquine,
“La Rose Marie”, drawn by architect Louis
Julienne in 1899. Owned by the
Association des Vieux Gréements
Granvillais (AVGG), she was launched on
15 April 1990 with no less than 10 000
spectators attending. The association
discovered during routine work in 2008
that a significant part of the hull was
damaged by a fungus (merule). “La
Granvillaise”, saved thanks to a
restoration effected by the Duboscq
shipyard, was relaunched on 9 May 2009.
The AVGG subsequently decided to
reconstruct the masts to retrieve the
boat’s original beauty and power.
“La Granvillaise”, whose hull was saved in
2008 by the Dubosq shipyard, is one one
two “bisquines” still able to sail.

HUTTE MARCONI 410
Type: ONE-OFF SAILING DINGHY
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1961
Length: 4.10 M
Width: 1.45 M
Home port: BERNIERES SUR MER
Association : ATELIER DU BOUT DE
BANVILLE, REVIERS
This lovely vintage sailing dinghy is
a rarity and probably the lone
survivor of a failed series. In 1961
the Caen sports goods dealership
belonging to the now extinct “La
Hutte” group proposed for sale the
Marconi 410 to be built to order.
Made of 9mm plywood, this light
sailing dinghy appeared as a
competitor for the Vaurien and
Mousse. Designed to be multipurpose, she could be transported
on the roof of a car equipped with a
Lefol carrier, also sold by the
dealership. A light outboard motor
(2.5HP “Seagull”) was also offered
for fishing or boating. The “La Hutte
Marconi 410” has her own
personality, aesthetically as in
sailing. Competent in light winds,
she is remarkably efficient in
choppy seas, and even in grown
seas.

IXTAB
Type: CHASSIRON CF
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1968
Length: 9.05 M
Width: 2.75 M
Home port: HONFLEUR
Association : private owner
In 1960 Edouard Richard designed a boat for a Dr
Delacour of Périgueux, based on the shape of the
Marennes fishing boats. The result was an elegant,
comfortable sea boat, which, naturally, attracted a lot of
attention. Orders came by the dozen, but to be sold to
the public, the Chassiron had to be homologated. The
architects that were approached demanded important
fees to sign the already existing plans. Marie Humblot,
who worked with a firm in La Rochelle, eventually signed
the plans for Chassiron n°2 and the whole series. “Ixtab”,
Chassiron CF n° 40 (CF for Croisière Familiale) is one of
the last chassirons to be entirely made of wood. Restored
between 2003 and 2005 by the Conservatoire Maritime
du Havre, she is one of the five or six surviving units of
this mythical series.

JACQUES LOUISE
Type: TRAWLER
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1959
Length: 23.30 M
Width: 6.72 M
Home port: CHERBOURG
Association :
LES AMIS DE JACQUES, CHERBOURG
Launching « Jacques Louise »
involved a religious ritual. On the
day she was launched, 21 July 1959,
at 8.30, on the deck of the ship that
was still on her stocks, vicar Elie
officiated in front of a table
furnished with a plate of salt
(symbolizing protection) and one of
corn (symbolizing abundant food).
After blessing them, the priest
spilled them on the ship, while the
shipyard workers hammered at the
blocks that still held the trawler on
her slip. The champagne bottle
thrown by the godmother broke
against the hull. Free, “JacquesLouise” swiftly glided into the outer
port waters, then moored near the
shipyard for fitting.

JOFFER
Type: RIVER BARGE
Origin: PASSENGER TRANSPORT
Construction: 1922
Length: 16.00 M
Width: 3.10 M
Home port: HONFLEUR
Association : private owner
« Joffer » is doubly interesting
from the point of view of
heritage, as it concerns both
river and rail history. The hull of
“Schwann” (swan) was built in
the Netherlands in 1922. She
was delivered to the Swiss
railways and used on a regular
line on Zurich lake. Interior
fittings are typical of railway
carriages. No portholes, but
windows with sliding upper
part, which rules out sea
outings in spite of a rather
marine shape. The wheelhouse
provides six leather armchairs
for first class passengers. In the
fore cabin, two padded
benches, set opposite each
other, are for second class
passengers. Benches on the
deck leave third class
passengers exposed to mountain winds. “When I got her, the ticket machine was still there”, the
owner says, amused. After serving forty years on the lake, “Schwann” was bought by Dutch people
who named her “Joffer”, “old lady” in Dutch. The present owner found her near Béziers and took her
to Honfleur. Hull and engine are in good condition but a painstaking restoration is under way to give
her back her original flair.

JOUR D’ESPOIR
Type: VAQUELOTTE DINGHY
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1957
Length: 6.23 M
Width: 2.43 M
Home port: BARFLEUR
Association :
BARFLEUR VOILE ET TRADITION
« Jour d’Espoir » was built in
1957 in the Fouace shipyard for
a fisherman, Mr Véron, who
used her many years with his
wife for fishing mackerel. The
original name is still inscribed
on the transom. She was then passed on to various owners. The Barfleur Voile et Tradition
association acquired her in 2002. By then a lot of repairs were necessary, especially in the fore end.
During winter and spring 2012-2013, volunteers repaired ribs and planking, caulked and painted her.

JULIEN GERMAINE
Type: PORT-EN-BESSIN LONGBOAT
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1945
Length: 7.20 M
Width: 2.90 M
Home port: PORT-EN-BESSIN
Association : JOLIE BRISE, PORT-EN-BESSIN
« Julien Germaine », built in 1945 in the
Allard shipyard, was initially designed for
daytime fishing in summer. A typical Porten-Bessin longboat, “Julien Germaine”
was the last of her kind and gave up
fishing in 1993. Maurice Féron had bought
her in 1957. In winter he sailed on big
trawlers: eight-day fishing campaigns to
catch “fine fish” Westward of England:
turbot, white skate, red mullet, hake.
“Julien Germaine”, used from Easter to All
Saints Day, provided an opportunity for
family life. The boat was used with
trailnet, net, pots and trawl. The trawl was
similar to the big trawlers’, with two 55kg
otter boards. “A strong boat. Even alone
on board I was confident, even when,
caught by a sudden gale, I had to cross the fairway in a big storm”, says the then owner. Sold for
yachting in 1993, “Julien Germaine” was saved in extremis by the crew of “Jolie Brise”. Main beams
made of elm form the basis of restoration, following careful measurements of the hull. In parallel,
restoration of the original Deutch motor is under way.

JUNO
Type: MANCHE COURLIS
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1966
Length: 5.50 M
Width: 2.05 M
Home port: DIVES SUR MER
Association : CAPAC, DIVES SUR MER
« Juno” was built in the 1960s in the tradition of
fishing boats. The longboat rigging used by this seagoing boat is the same as the Norman longboats
that used to go fishing exclusively under sail.

KIERBORG
Type: MISAINIER
Origin: YACHTING AND FISHING
Construction: 1935
Length: 6.90 M
Width: 1.90 M
Home port: CHERBOURG
Association :
CHERBOURG VOILES COTENTINES
Before being renamed “Kierborg”,
probably the result of an error of
transcription, this boat bore the
name “Kerborg” which means
Cherbourg. This boat, though
closely resembling in shape the
Cotentin “vaquelottes”, also
evokes the Guernsey boats. The
fact that the propeller is caged
indicates that the boat was
motorized from the first. After
some research, it appears that
“Kierborg” was built by an
amateur, therefore making her a
unique piece. The builder was,
allegedly, Mr Laroque, a naval
officer, pilot of Cherbourg in 1935.
After passing into various hands,
the boat was abandoned in SaintVaast-la-Hougue. Fortunately,
thanks to information given by
the last user, the owner could be
traced and he sold her for the
symbolic sum of one euro before
she was beyond repair. The boat
is currently under repair. Several
ribs, one reefing cleat, some
planking and all the rigging have
been replaced.

JOLIE BRISE
Type: GRANDCAMP LONGBOAT
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1953
Length: 8.56 M
Width: 2.59 M
Home port: PORT-EN-BESSIN
Association :
JOLIE BRISE, PORT-EN-BESSIN
« Jolie Brise » is one of the last two
wooden longboats in Port-enBessin-Huppain. These fishing boats
used to be typical of this port.
Manned by one or several men,
they were designed for pole trawl,
long line and mackerel fishing. She
was used in Grandcamp-Maisy,
before going back to Port-enBessin. She is a simple, sturdy,
lightly motorized, economical boat.
Although they were used for fishing
before the war, the sails were later
used only as an additional source of
power or in emergencies.
Restoration work, which started in
2007, consisted in erecting a mast
and the fore and aft sail rigging
typical of the port. Repairs were
effected in the respect of building
traditions, with local types of wood,
without modern products,
following the building methods of
the Longuemarre shipyard. Work was done exclusively by the association’s volunteers, with the
budget used solely for buying parts for the motor and sails. Meanwhile, with the help of the Centre
Culturel de Port-en-Bessin-Huppain, an historical account of the boat was compiled, showing her
place in the economic context of the times, with an exhibition in view.
Caption: restored by the Jolie Brise association, this typical Port-en-Bessin-Huppain longboat got her
rigging and sails in 2010 and has been sailing since.

LILY
Type: HIRONDELLE DE LA MANCHE
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1934
Length: 4.00 M
Width: 1.30 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : VERGUILLON, EPRON
Gaston Grenier, a chemist in Le Havre, gave up the
family business to devote himself to his passion, naval
architecture. He designed the 1922 national monotype,
which also competed in the 1924 Olympics. The
Hirondelle was designed in 1929 to introduce young
people to sailing. Her shape evokes a smaller version of
the “J class” ships then competing in the America’s
Cup. The first units were built by the Collignon shipyard
in Le Havre. After becoming a national series, the
“hirondelle” became a success, especially in Le Havre
and in Courseulles-sur-Mer, where the Labrèque
shipyard built a few units. 22 Hirondelles were built
before the war, which put an end to production.
Including Nanie, five of the six seaworthy Hirondelles
are now in the Seine bay: “Bijou”, “Ozelo” and “Titan” in Saint-Vaast-la-Hougue, “Lily” and “Nanie” in
Caen. The sixth one, “Sequana”, sails on the river Seine. She is in charge of the Musée de Chatou.

LUCIFER
Type: PONANT SAILING DINGHY
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1959
Length: 5.25 M
Width: 1.98 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : AMERAMI
MUSEE DE LA MARINE, PARIS
The first unit of this sailing dinghy was built
in 1950 by a shipwright named Deschamps,
who enjoyed this type of work. The boat
was soon noticed by yachtsmen who encouraged him to produce a series. The designer soon
switched to fiberglass hull and deck and patented a fiberglass mast. She became the most popular
sailing dinghy in the mid 1960s. The Ponant is still produced in Belgium and a very dynamic
association organizes gatherings of 40 to 50 boats every year for a European cup.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LA LUNE
Type: TROUVILLE SHRIMP BOAT
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1991
Length: 6.30 M
Width: 2.50 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : CNCN, CAEN
« La Lune » is a replica of a 1911
shrimp fishing longboat built for a
contest organised by Le Chasse
Marée magazine. These
longboats, typical of Trouville,
were mostly used in summer for the shrimp fishing season. Her construction was part of a
therapeutic project of the psychiatric section of the Bon Sauveur hospital. In 2011 she was restored
(including replacement of one-third of the planking) by young unemployed people within the
framework of an ELAN project (Espace Local d’Activités Novatrices) with the help of the Conseil
Régional de Basse Normandie.

LA LUTINE
Type: MARINE NATIONALE WHALEBOAT
Origin: ROADSTEAD TRANSPORT
Construction: 1965
Length: 8.09 M
Width: 2.47 M
Home port: HONFLEUR
Association : Private owner
The history of this Marine Nationale
motorized whaleboat transporting
officers and crews, is currently being
investigated.

LE MARITE
Type: THREE MASTED SCHOONER
Origin:
NEWFOUNDLAND COD-FISHING BOAT
Construction: 1921
Length: 44.90 M
Width: 8.00 M
Home port: GRANVILLE
Association : GIP MARITE
As early as the 16th century,
thousands of fishermen left each year
for Newfoundland on long cod-fishing
campaigns. “Marité” is the last
Newfoundland sailing ship from this
period. Once a French cod-fishing
ship, she later became a Danish
coastal freighter and even a Swedish
yacht. She found her roots in 2004
thanks to Gérard d’Aboville. For
nearly a year, she served as a mobile
set for the “Thalassa” television
programme. In order that the oldest
French wooden historic ship should
obtain worldwide sailing
authorizations again, her owner, the
Groupement d’Intérêt Public Marité,
undertook an important restoration
project from 2006 to 2012. The ship has since represented Norman knowhow in various maritime
events.
Caption: Symbolic of the Newfoundland fishing days and belonging to the history of French fishing,
“Marité” achieved glory by being the mobile set for the “Thalassa” TV series.

MAÏA
Type: MAÏCA WITH COUNTER, CLASS III
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1962
Length: 11.28 M
Width: 2.76 M
Home port: COURSEULLES-SUR-MER
Association : private owner
In order to take his wife with him on a
cruise in greater comfort than on his
“Dragon”, Frenchman Henri Rouault
ordered new plans from English architect
John Illingworth, of Illingworth and
Primrose. “Maïca” (the familiar name
given by Augustinian sisters to their
superior, Mère Aimée Yvonne de
Malestroit) was launched in 1960. The
boat displayed exceptional nautical
qualities, enabling “froggie” Henri
Rouault to become the first foreigner to
win the RORC Class III Championship in
1962. The monotype was successful in
races, winning the first three places in
the Giraglia in 1964. They were built by
several shipyards, in two versions as
planned in the original blueprint. One classical planked hull with a transom was made near
Portsmouth. The CMN in Cherbourg launched a series of Maïca with counter in 1962. They were built
in moulded wood, a new technique adapted from the aircraft industry by Félix Amiot. Of the 38
Maïcas built by the CMN, “Maïa” is the seventh. Every summer “Maïa” sails across the Channel in
family cruises. Her owner enjoys this excellent, well-fitted wooden sailing boat.

MARIE ETOILE
Type: SHRIMP FISHING BOAT
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1959
Length: 7.05 M
Width: 2.56 M
Home port: LA FLOTTE-SUR-MER
Association : private owner
This longboat was first offered to a young
sailor as a wedding present. Fitted for
shrimp fishing in the Channel, “Marie
Etoile” was first a sailing boat, then was
motorized and gave up her sail. Shrimp
fishing boats are characterized by their
ability to trawl in shallow waters, with
two or three small trawls, each for one
type of fish. The big tub allows for nets
and sorting cases. At the end of the
1970s the boat lost her mast, was
motorized and fitted with a deck to go
fishing between Cherbourg and Le Havre.
Acquired in 1998 by a traditional boat
enthusiast, she was restored over a
period of four years to recover her
original configuration. She was then
based in Ars-en-Ré. “Marie Etoile” is
being considered for the Inventaire du
Patrimoine Maritime de Basse
Normandie. In 2013 she was acquired by
a retired ship chandler, himself a traditional boat enthusiast belonging to the Flotille en Pertuis
association, which protects and revives early 20th century work boats and manages the Maison du
Platin museum on the Île de Ré.

MARIE MADELEINE
Type: BARFLEUR LONGLINER
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1934
Length: 14.00 M
Width: 4.65 M
Home port: SAINT-VAAST-LA-HOUGUE
Association : MARIE MADELEINE, REVILLE
« Marie Madeleine » was built in the mid 1930s
for fisherman Paul Clarke of Barfleur. Her
fishing activity ended in 1967. She was then
sold to the DYC (Deauville Yacht Club) as a
service boat. In 1975 she was declared unfit for
sailing and abandoned in Deauville harbour. In
1977 the wreck was acquired for the symbolic
sum of one franc by her present owner,
Jacques Dadure, who restored her over eight
years. After she was listed as an historic
monument, the Marie Madeleine association
was created in 1985 in order to preserve and
maintain her as the first item in the Norman
Boat Heritage. Thanks to the support of its
members the “Marie Madeleine” participates
in various nautical events on the French coasts
each year.

MIDOU 2
Type: CARBETTE, NORWEGIAN CRUISER
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1962
Length: 9.25 M
Width: 2.75 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : Private owner
“Midou” is one of four “Cabrette Cruiser
Norvégien” boats built from a 1967 plan by
François Sergent.

MOEMOEA TAMARII
Type: COTENTIN DINGHY
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1972-73
Length: 6.23 M
Width: 2.28 M
Home port: SAINT-VAAST-LA-HOUGUE
Association : private owner
Construction of this boat started in the Guerrand
shipyard in Saint-Vaast-la-Hougue in 1972 to honour
an order by Roger Lepelley of Quettehou. Specializing
in this type of boat since 1908, this shipyard was then
looking for someone to take over. One year later
Gérard Bernard became the new owner and
completed the construction of “Moemoea Tamarii”.
Built from plans of pre-war Cotentin boats she retains
the shape of the sailing boats of those days. She is
rigged as a cutter, like some boats built in the 1930s.
Except for the jib-boom that was made removable to
facilitate access, she did not undergo any major
changes and remains in excellent condition. She has
taken part in maritime events in Cotentin and
Calvados and will be sold in 2016.

MOUSSE
Type: VAURIEN
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1983
Length: 4.08 M
Width: 1.47 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : AMERAMI
MUSEE DE LA MARINE, PARIS
Appearing at the Salon Nautique in 1952,
the “vaurien” enjoyed immense success,
with no less than 36 000 units made. Jean-Jacques Herbulot designed it so it could be built of
plywood, the goal being to have a light, cheap boat for beginners and sailing schools, Les Glénans in
particular. N° 0 was built in the Paris flat of Philippe Viannay, founder of les Glénans. She was given
the name of a much-loved dog, “Vaurien”, which eventually became that of the whole series. As early
as 1953 the Costantini shipyard in La Trinité-sur-mer started the construction of 200 units, an
unheard-of figure at the time. The Le Rose sail loft in Concarneau started mass production of sails
with pre-cut cloth, for the first time in France. The rules of series production have now become less
rigid. As it uses plastics and aluminium masts, among other things, the Vaurien remains a modern
sailing dinghy. Amerami owns a legendary unit, n° 1 in the first series built by Costantini. This boat
originally belonged to Eugène Le Rose, the Concarneau sail maker.

MOWGLI
Type: VARNA YAWL (SERGENT PLANS)
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1964
Length: 12.20 M
Width: 3.10 M
Home port: HONFLEUR
Association : private owner
A cruiser built on plans by Sergent
and rigged as a yawl, « Mowgli » soon
won second place in the La RochelleLequeito race. Perfectly maintained
by her successive owners, the boat
still competes in regatta. She won the
Boudet-Ladubay Coupe du Patrimoine
Maritime in La Rochelle in 2007 and a
Transat Classique in 2008.

NIJA
Type: CLINKER BUILT DINGHY
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1928
Length: 2.95 M
Width: 1.20 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : private owner
This small boat originally had a
lug sail, which unfortunately
proved useless. To go fishing
for pleasure, she was therefore
fitted with a small outboard
motor with an air propeller:
“the boat woke up the whole village with this unusual, deafening noise” remembers André Lepeley,
alias Le Campais, a fisherman from Arromanches. Repairs have been effected on bent ribs and a
centreboard case added, as well as mizzen rigging following the style of 5.50m Arromanches
longboats. The latter are the last heirs to the dinghies belonging to the great “bisquines
harenguières” that disappeared with herring fishing in the North Sea towards the end of the 19th
century.

NEPTUNE II
Type: VAQUELOTTE
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1961
Length: 6.18 M
Width: 2.30 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : VERGUILLON, EPRON
In the 1990s, the Verguillon association
got hold of the wreck of a longboat
named “Quick Bleu”. Her shape
corresponded to the boats launched
after 1875-80 by the shipyards of
Barfleur and St Vaast-la-Hougue.
Several shipyards manufactured them
in those days, constantly improving
their products. Beautiful and typical of
the Cotentin coastal fishing fleet, this
hull deserved to be preserved. She was
transported and sheltered in the Savard
shed. Originally named “Neptune II”,
she was built by André Bellot of
Barfleur, whose shipyard was moved to
Port-en-Bessin towards the end of the
1950s, still retaining the shapes used in
the north of Cotentin. Towards the end
of her sailing life, “Neptune II” trawled among the Calvados rocks off Courseulles-sur-mer. Her hull is
an elegant compromise between those of pure sailing boats and motorized hulls. She retains good
sailing abilities and seaworthiness.
The “Neptune II” vaquelotte is one of the highlights of the Barfleur Bellot shipyard.

NANIE
Type: HIRONDELLE (N°5 in the series)
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1932
Length: 4.00 M
Width: 1.30 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : AMERAMI
MUSEE DE LA MARINE, PARIS
The “hirondelle”, designed by Gaston Grenier in Le Havre, “was
created to allow young people or people with limited resources
and leisure to compete safely”. The success this series enjoyed
in Le Havre and Courseulles-sur-mer (Labrèque shipyard) was
such that it was recognized as a national series by the Union des
Sports Nautiques in 1939. WW2 broke its expansion, but 22
units were built.

OSELIANE
Type: GAFF-RIGGED KETCH
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1922
Length: 9.75 M
Width: 2.80 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : OCTANT, CAEN
« Oséliane » was buillt in 1922 by
the Bonnin shipyard in Arcachon,
the oldest French yachting shipyard.
Jean Quesnel, who drew the plans,
was born in Granville in 1870 and
followed a naval officer’s career
until he reached the rank of
lieutenant de vaisseau (lieutenant). He then worked as a naval architect, starting in 1905. He also
taught at the Ecole Navale. In 1907 he created a 6.50m “SNCF gauge” boat that later became the
reference boat in the 6.50m SI series (Série Internationale at the 1920 Olympics). The expert’s
opinion sent with the application mentions “a radical and visionary architecture” and adds that “very
few boats deserve the title of historic monument as much as “Oséliane””. A yacht built for racing, she
does not sacrifice comfort, having three berths, a sink, a toilet, bronze fittings and cotton sails. With
her first owner, a former Suez Canal pilot, she sailed from the Channel to the Red Sea. After some
repairs in 1999 and 2000, she is still awaiting funds permitting to complete the total restoration she
deserves.

PETITE LUCETTE
Type: MOTOR VAQUELOTTE
Origin: COASTAL FISHING
Construction: 1941
Length: 7.13 M
Width: 2.88 M
Home port: PORT DIELETTE
Association : private owner
« Petite Lucette » is light to steer,
lists very little and goes well. She is
easy to handle, permitting to get
very close to the coast and
facilitating coastal fishing. This boat
is a good example of Cotentin boats.
Built for François Lebas and named
“Petite Lucette” she came from the
Fichaux-Bellot shipyard in St Vaastla-Hougue. At the end of WW2,
François and Armand Lebas became
a target for German machine-guns
while fishing not far from
Fermanville. They later rescued an
airman, Bedrich Dvorak, whose
Spitfire had been shot down an hour
before outside Cherbourg.
Caption: A particularly easy to
handle Cotentin boat, “Petite
Lucette” was one of many built by
the Fichaux-Bellot shipyard in SaintVaast-la-Hougue. She is also part of
the history of the Second World War
in Normandy.

P’TIT REVEUR
Type: SHRIMP FISHING BOAT
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1984
Length: 8.20 M
Width: 3.20 M
Home port: HONFLEUR
Association : private owner
Sailmaker Marc Philippe was also an
unconventional naval architect,
designing traditional boats ranging
from shrimp fishing boats to Chinese
junks in the 1970s and 80s. In the early
1980s, the shipyard in Saint-Valéry-surSomme built a shrimp fishing boat
named “P’tit Sou”, using his plans.
Four or five more boats were built on
the same pattern, their names
following that of the first of the series:
“P’tit Guy”, “P’tit Gros”, “P’tit Rêveur”,
“P’tit Louis”. Her fishing days over,
“P’tit Rêveur” was fitted for yachting in
2008 by her new owner.

P’TITE CHINE
Type: CLAM FISHING TRAWLER
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1967
Length: 14.50 M
Width: 4.60 M
Home port: HONFLEUR
Association : AHVG HONFLEUR
Built in 1967 by the Servan
shipyard, the clam fishing trawler
« L’Union » was based in Granville
for a few years. Transformed for
stern fishing in the middle of the
1970s she moved to Honfleur
under the name “P’tite Chine”.
She was Jean-André and JeanLouis Delestre’s boat until her
retirement in 2006. When bought
by painter Laurent Leblanc, she
had been abandoned in the
Carnot dock for seven years and
had no motor. Her restoration,
with the help of historic boat
enthusiasts, did not aim to make
her seaworthy again, but to keep
her floating and make sure her
hull was in good condition as far
as safety was concerned. The idea
was to keep her ”as is” in the
harbour to leave a testimony of
Honfleur’s fishing history.

PHEBE
Type: MANCHE COURLIS
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1962
Length: 5.50 M
Width: 2.10 M
Home port: DIVES-SUR-MER
Association : private owner
This boat was built in 1962, following
the tradition of fishing boats, in a
version with a cabin and two berths.
The longboat rigging chosen for this
sea-going dinghy is that of the
Norman longboats that used to go
fishing under sail only. She is fitted
with a 10.3kw (14HP) Nanni diesel motor. The hull is classically flush planked and painted, the
superstructure being varnished. Keel and bow are protected by a stern band.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ROSE DE SAVANNAH
Type: SCHOONER
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1999
Length: 12.90 M
Width: 4.45 M
Home port: HONFLEUR
Association : private owner
« Rose de Savannah » is a unique
boat. Michel Gratigny, with the help
of his son Yann, built her in two years
and seven months on a very tight
budget, considering the size of the project. The plans that he designed himself were based on the
American boat “Sharpie”. Peculiar to New Haven, “Sharpie” appeared towards the mid 19th century.
Her name (from “sharp”) refers to her long and thin hull. A sailing ship with a centreboard, flat
bottom and sharp bilge hull, she was originally designed for work in shallow waters. “Rose de
Savannah” was awarded the “label d’intérêt patrimonial” in 2010. She has sailed round the Atlantic –
25 000 miles without a problem – thus demonstrating undeniable nautical qualities.

PECHEUR DE LUNE
Type: CLINKER BUILT YOUYOU (DINGHY)
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: UNKNOWN
Length: 2.63 M
Width: 1.25 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : LE VERGUILLON, EPRON
“Pêcheur de Lune” is a small dinghy with a sail, a metal removable
sabre centreboard, old-fashioned oars and original cotton sail.
This boat initially was “Silicea”’s dinghy (“Silicea” was a ketch built
out of concrete by Michel and Josette Legaillard in the 1970s). It
was built by the Seylier shipyard in Le Perreux, but the date is
unfortunately unknown. Considering the type of craft, “Pêcheur
de Lune” can be considered a good sailing boat. She is very
successful in exhibitions and events, such as in Douarnenez or in Rolle on Lake Geneva.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PIF
Type: MONOTYPE MINIMUM DE LA MANCHE
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1921
Length: 4.22 M
Width: 1.40 M
Home port: CAEN
Association: AMERAMI
MUSEE DE LA MARINE, PARIS
In 1920, Gaston Grenier, then a naval
architect in Le Havre, created a small sailing boat to provide « minimum introduction » to sailing. The
small 4.20m keeled boat exhibited excellent nautical qualities and behaved very well at sea. As early
as 1920 the “Monotype Minimum de la Manche” was adopted by Commandant Rocq’s sailing school
in Saint-Jean-de-Luz. The Société des Régates du Havre decided to have ten units built, sold the same
year because they did not fit in the basement that served as a winter shed. The first five units, which
arrived in Dives-sur-mer in 1921, were the origin of the Société des Régates, which numbered up to
75 at the beginning of the 1950s. “Pif”, n° 34 in the series, is likely to have been one of the first five
units, since the first two were named “Pouf” and “Paf”.

PRESIDENT CHAUVEAU
Type: WHALEBOAT, OARS AND SAILS
Origin: SERVICE BOAT FOR ROADSTEAD
LIAISING (MARINE NATIONALE)
Construction: 1950
Length: 7.22 M
Width: 1.80 M
Home port: COURSEULLES-SUR-MER
Association : AMERAMI
MUSEE DE LA MARINE, PARIS
Light and easy to handle with oars or sail,
the whaleboat is traditionally used by
Marine Nationale ships for liaising in the
roadstead. Because of their nautical
qualities they are also used for rescue. Still
in service, they participate in sailors’
training. In 2008 young sailors from
Courseulles contacted Amerami (who had
acquired the whaleboat) to make her
seaworthy and to exploit her. Relaunched
in 2009, “Président Chauveau” participates
in the Courseulles nautical events and does
frequent outings. In 2014 the whaleboat
was grounded for repairs and some of the
planking had to be replaced.

PRESQU’ÎLE
Type: ARCACHON MONOTYPE
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1952
Length: 4.00 M
Width: 1.55 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : AMERAMI
MUSEE DE LA MARINE, PARIS
The “catboat” is a type of boat
with one sail on a mast
implanted very much forward,
which explains its other name,
« misainier ». The name probably comes from Dutch “kat”, meaning a barge used to transport goods
in a port. Catboats were originally adapted to working in shallow waters, oyster dragging for
example. Appearing in 1912 the Arcachon monotype is the first French yachting catboat. Her
foremast without stays carries a lug sail. Her remarkable simplicity (only one sheet) makes her
suitable for sailing school. After repairs in 1994, some limbs and planking now have to be restored.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------REINE DES FLOTS
Type: COTENTIN VAQUELOTTE
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1927
Length: 6.23 M
Width: 2.33 M
Home port: DIVES-SUR-MER
Association : CAPAC, DIVES-SUR-MER
« Reine des Flots » was used for fishing
off the coast of Cotentin from 1927 to
1986. The boat was motorized for that
purpose in 1947. From 1986 to 2003
she was not sailing any more. In 2000
she was bought in partnership by
CAPAC-Verguillon to be restored in the
Bernard shipyard in Saint-Vaast-la-Hougue from 2003 to 2006. She was relaunched in 2007 and now
participates in the CAPAC activities. She successively belonged to Messrs Ménard and Renault, the
latter being a shipwright. “Reine des Flots” was registered as a historic monument on 25 April 2001.

SAGAUNE
Type: DORIS DES BANCS/DORY
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1985
Length: 5.94 M
Width: 1.64 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : VERGUILLON, EPRON
The “doris” is an American craft made of
wood, flat-bottomed, 5 to 6m long,
propelled by oars, sail or motor. The
Americans initially used it for cod fishing on the Newfoundland banks. Around 1877, ships from
Fécamp, Granville and Saint-Malo acquired American doris for fishing on the Newfoundland grand
banks and salting cod on board, hence the term “doris des Bancs”. Around 1880 all French ship
owners had followed suit. The benches on a doris are removable, allowing to pile them up on board
the schooner. Some fishermen and oyster farmers still use them in the Baie des Veys near Isigny-surmer and in Mont-Saint-Michel.

SAINTE ANNE
Type: NEW ARCHER
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1982
Length: 15.50 M
Width: 5.00 M
Home port: HONFLEUR
Association : private owner
“Sainte Anne” was built on
Colin Archer (1832-1921) plans
revised by Elie Poinsot, an
architect associated with the
Augustin Normand shipyard in
Le Havre until it closed in
1963. The ferro-cement
construction follows stringent
quality standards, far removed
from the bad image this
material has, due to lowquality boats built by
amateurs. This boat sailed all
the way to Cape Town with
her former owner.

SAINT AXEL
Type: LOUGRE/LUGGER
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1913
Length: 6.50 M
Width: 2.25 M
Home port: OUISTREHAM
Association : private owner
This “Lougre” or lugger
probably originated in the
Bellot shipyard in Barfleur.
Built in 1913 the boat
successively bore the names
“Camaraitoise” and
“Cotentine” before being
renamed “Saint Axel” in 2003.
Following a malicious incident the boat sank in 2010 in Port-en-Bessin. Her restoration lasted nearly
14 months.

SAINT PIERRE
Type: VAQUELOTTE
Origin: COASTAL FISHING
Construction: 1952
Length: 5.13 M
Width: 1.80 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : APEI, CAEN
Built in 1952 in Barfleur, restored in
2011, this “vaquelotte” was donated
in 2008 to the Institut Médico
Educatif of the APEI in Caen. With
their teacher, eight handicapped
youngsters, supported by the whole
APEI organization, worked on this
project on the CNCN premises. They
later took part in maritime events in
Caen.

SAINT PIERRE
Type: PICOTEUX
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1941
Length: 5.10 M
Width: 1.70 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : VERGUILLON, EPRON
“Saint Pierre-Saint Paul” was built by
the Labrèque shipyard in
Courseulles-sur-mer in 1941 for
Eugène Cauvin, a fisherman in Lucsur-mer and skipper of the longboat
“Cypris”. The boat was named after
his two sons. She belongs to the
“picoteux D” category. During the
Occupation period, she did longline
fishing, stationary net fishing or dragnet fishing for garfish. After the Libération she was bought by
Pierre Cauvin and renamed « Saint Pierre ». She served as a dinghy for the longboat “Mon Désir”
(Labrèque) although the latter was not much bigger. She then went fishing garfish in April and May.
Sold for yachting, she was motorized in the 1960s. She was finally acquired in the 1980s by the
Verguillon, who brought her back to her original state: sail and oars. She has since participated in
events such as Cancale and Rolle (Switzerland).

SAINT REMI
Type: FLAMBART DU CALVADOS
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1946
Length: 6.27 M
Width: 2.40 M
Home port: DIVES-SUR-MER
Association : CAPAC, DIVES-SUR-MER
Built in 1946 and then named “Rachel”,
this ship’s plans served to build several
more units for coastal fishing in
Cotentin as compensation for war
damages. She first belonged to Mr
Rouillier and was used as a yacht from
1946 to 1948. Following purchase by
Mr Mesnage, she was registered in the
Registre du Commerce in 1949 (CH
3900). Bought by Mr Arnoux, the boat
went from the Manche register to the Calvados register under the name “Saint Rémi” (n° 3330
072/2). From 1978 her new owner, Mr Lemoine, kept her in a hangar for many years. In 1990 she
was acquired by the town of Dives-sur-mer and restored by CAPAC members. “Saint Rémi” then
changed riggings, becoming a “flambart” (after being a “misainier”). She has participated in many
events (Brest-Douarnenez in 1992 and 1996, Bristol in 1996, Golfe du Morbihan, Le Havre, Caen,
Cherbourg…) as well as meetings in various ports on the Channel coast.

SAINTE BERNADETTE
Type: HONFLEUR SHRIMP FISHING BOAT
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1926
Length: 8.30 M
Width: 3.10 M
Home port: HONFLEUR
Association : EMBS, HONFLEUR
Launched in 1926, this elegant shrimpfishing longboat was originally named
“Serge Olivier”. She is both a traditional
boat by her construction and a modern
tool with an 8HP motor and mechanical
capstan. On 6 June 1944 she was sunk
by the Germans together with all the boats in Honfleur. Her owner retrieved her from the mud and
repaired her. Jacques Cauchois bought her in 1954 and named her “Sainte Bernadette”. The boat
followed the evolution of fishing practice, with cabin, radar and a 100HP motor. After her fishing
career ended, the La Chaloupe de Honfleur association bought her and undertook a full restoration.
Only the vitals were kept. Listed as an historic monument in 1991, “Sainte Bernadette” won the
“Bateaux des Côtes de France” contest during the 1992 Brest event.

SHARPIE
Type: SHARPIE 9M²
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1942
Length: 5.00 M
Width: 1.44 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : AMERAMI
MUSEE DE LA MARINE, PARIS
Designed in 1937 by architect
Pierre Staempli and improved
by Jean-Jacques Herbulot, the Sharpie 9m² was intended as a training boat for Olympic single races.
She enjoyed great success, with no less than 1200 units built, mostly for amateurs. Her being cheap
allowed many beginners to own a boat with excellent nautical qualities, permitting access to
important races. The Sharpie nevertheless suffered from being so easy to build (as many amateurs
introduced big differences from one boat to another), but also from its weight. After 1952 it was
superseded by the Vaurien.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SHARPIE 9M²
Type: SHARPIE 9M²
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: late 1940s
Length: 5.00 M
Width: 1.44 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : AMERAMI
MUSEE DE LA MARINE, PARIS
This is the second Sharpie 9m² owned by the Amerami association. It comes from Dives-sur-mer. The
Sharpie had an important part in the new start of the Société des Régates of this town in the
immediate post-war period. Pre-war, the Club owned a flotilla of MMMs (Monotype Minimum de la
Manche), partially destroyed by the Germans. About thirty units were retrieved after many
vicissitudes. The serial numbers are deemed unreliable for pre-war models, quite a few having been
reconstructed from the remains of several boats, the final numbers being those of hull or rigging as
the case may be. During these reconstructions, the Club had three Sharpies built, enabling them to
organise regular regatta as early as 1946.

SHEENA
Type: SLOOP
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1916
Length: 8.46 M
Width: 1.40 M
Home port: HONFLEUR
Association : AMERAMI
MUSEE DE LA MARINE, PARIS
« Sheena » is the last existing
8.50SI (Série Internationale) in
France. 54 boats were built in
France between 1909 and
1939, and about 15 in
Switzerland. Built in 1916 in Les
Mureaux following plans by
Louis Dyèvre, the boat moved
to England in 1922 and was
given the name “Sheena” in
1929. She took part in many
races and regularly finished at
the top of her category. Bought
by the Amerami association in
1998, she was subsequently
brought back to France. After a
thorough restoration, she is
now perfectly seaworthy.

SOLANGE
Type: FREEBOARD PRAME DE LA RISLE
Origin: FREIGHT OR PASSENGERS
Construction: 1932
Length: 5.44 M
Width: 2.10 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : VERGUILLON, EPRON
« Solange » is the only remaining example of the “bateaux à marotte” of the Risle river. The pram
shape comes from Scandinavian countries, especially Denmark and Sweden. It appeared on the Seine
at the beginning of the 19th century. The “marotte” has a small inclined transom at the fore. It offers
several advantages. First it makes construction simpler, especially cutting the planking. This does not
impair its nautical qualities, as exemplified by the Caravelles used by sporting clubs, or sailing
dinghies like the Fireball. It also gives an additional advantage in estuaries or strands. In case of
beaching, the most convenient way of loading or unloading a small size boat (fish, goods or
passengers) is from the fore. The shorter front end of the marotte boat thus facilitates this operation.
The Verguillon association, which saved “Solange” in extremis, does not intend to make her
seaworthy, but to restore her for display.

SAINT JACQUES
Type: PORT-EN-BESSIN LONGBOAT
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1944
Length: 7.20 M
Width: 2.10 M
Home port: PORT-EN-BESSIN
Association : L’EQUIPAGE DE LA JOLIE BRISE
Built by the Allard shipyard in 1944, « Saint
Jacques » is one of the last two wooden
longboats in Port-en-Bessin-Huppain. There
were many similar models before and after
the war. During the Occupation they were the
only ones having daily fishing permits, part of
the booty being for the Germans. Manned by
one or several men, they were designed for
fishing with pole trawl, longline and mackerel
line. Simple and sturdy, “Saint Jacques” is also
underpowered. Her sails, which before the
war were used for fishing, later became mere
additional or emergency items. This longboat
was built at the time of the June 1944
landing. Pieces of shells have been found in some wooden parts. Because of the lack of supplies at
the time, she was built on a shoestring. Bought in 1977 by Joseph Roussevile she was repaired in the
Bellot shipyard and fitted with a new motor. Acquired by his son Joseph in 2004, she was donated in
2009 to the Jolie Brise association, which restored her. Effected by volunteers, the repairs aim at
regaining her original appearance.
Caption: “Saint Jacques”, built at the time of the Normandy Landing, is one of the last wooden
longboats in Port-en-Bessin.

L’UNION
Type: PORT-EN-BESSIN LONGBOAT
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1942
Length: 8.30 M
Width: 3.02 M
Home port: GRANDCAMP-MAISY
Association : EDUCANAUTE
Right from the beginning of the
Occupation, all big boats were
requisitioned. In 1941 two big
longboats were ordered from the two
Port-en-Bessin shipyards. Completed
by the Allard shipyard in 1942,
“L’Union” had to use sails because of
the fuel shortage. Arthur Rousseville
used her until 1953 for coastal fishing
with his two sons, Camille and Joseph.
Sold to Edouard Vicquelin of
Grandcamp-Maisy, her fishing career
ended in 1984. The Educanaute
association bought her in 1985 and
effected a complete restoration as
part of a social integration
programme. Joseph Allard, the
builder, Camille and Joseph
Rousseville, who sailed on her board,
regularly attended, guaranteeing authenticity. Another restoration was effected in 2014 for the hull
(Archimède shipyard in Grandcamp-Maisy) and the sails (Mercure sailmakers in Courseulles-sur-mer).
“L’Union” does regular sea outings, on a daily or weekly basis. She takes part in many events and
works with Ifremer and Agence de l’Eau on scientific fishing campaigns under sail.
Caption: typical of port-en-Bessin longboats, “L’Union” was renovated in depth by the Educanaute
association.

TAURUS
Type: DRAGON (SERIE INTERNATIONALE)
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1953
Length: 8.90 M
Width: 1.05 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : CNCN, CAEN
Designed in 1929 by Norwegian architect
Johan Anker (1871-1940) the “dragon” was
intended for sporting use with three crew
members. Her exceptional sailing qualities,
with her thin hull and open deck, insured her
success. Olympic series from 1948 to 1972, it
is still today International series. 3500
Dragons have been built since its creation
and 50 are still produced by shipyards every
year. Calvados owns a flotilla of about 15
dragons in working order, mostly in
Deauville and Courseulles-sur-mer. Built in
1953, “Taurus” is the first imported unit
from the well-known Danish shipyard
Borresen. Well-built, perfectly preserved and
maintained, her performance is on a par
with more recent models.

TEX
Type: MONOTYPE MINIMUM DE LA MANCHE
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: ?
Length: 4.22M
Width: 1.40 M
Home port: DIVES-SUR-MER
Association : CAPAC, DIVES-SUR-MER
“Tex” is a small keeled boat built from plans
by Gaston Grenier in Le Havre. The first
Monotype Minimum de la Manche appeared in Dives-sur-mer thanks to the influence of Maxime
Dessouches, who was the first President of the Société des Régates de la Dives as early as 1922.
“Tex” bears n° 93 in a series of 135. Her first owner was the Schlumberger family. “Tex” was then
acquired by the Mignard family, who gave her to CAPAC in 2006. She was then restored entirely by
the Genoud shipyard in Fouras, Vendée, with funds coming from CAPAC.

TIGER RAG
Type: RACING CRUISER 7.75 (PLANS BY FRANCOIS
SERGENT 1946)
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1947
Length: 5.25M
Width: 2.10 M
Home port: ?
Association : VERGUILLON, EPRON
« Tiger Rag » was built in 1947 on plans by
François Sergent established in 1946 (Racing
Cruiser 7.75 HT). Her history is not well known
until 1960. At that time she was bought by the
President of Honfleur’s yacht club and took part
in regatta or cruises to the Channel Islands.
Between 1972 and 1979 she changed owners,
names and home ports several times. When
Pierre Daburon bought her, the situation was
deplorable. Held by her moorings, “Tiger Rag”
was sunk in the Caen canal and only the stem
emerged. The ribs were rotten and the hull was
warped. The first stage, from 1979 to 1982, was
devoted to exposing the hull and replacing the
ribs. Pierre Daburon started the restoration anew in 1990, in association with Le Verguillon. “Tiger
Rag”, her oldest known name, was eventually re-launched in 1993.

L’UNION FAIT LA FORCE
Type: TRAWLER RIGGED FOR YACHTING
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1949
Length: 14.00 M
Width: 4.90 M
Home port: HONFLEUR
Association : private owner
Built in 1949 for fisherman Bernard
Louvet, « L’Union Fait la Force » was at
the time the second largest trawler in
Honfleur. The boat was used for fishing
until 1990. She was then acquired as a
yacht by several associations
successively. After several unsuccessful
attempts at restoration, she was
abandoned when Francis, an enthusiast
and private owner, obtained her in
2008. Only the vitals were still in good
condition. Francis started a total
restoration: planking, deck beam, deck,
bulwark, a task he completed “with his
own hands”, as he likes to say, until the
hull was relaunched in 2013. In April
2014 the rigging was set up, with help
from Honfleur sailors. To complete this magnificent restoration, only the sails are currently missing,
or rather the budget to have them made…

VARECA
Type: PICOTEUX
Origin: FISHING
Construction: 1946
Length: 5.30 M
Width: 1.75 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : private owner
This “picoteux” built in 1946 for the Lion-sur-mer
beach belongs to the “Grand-Dives” (GD) series.
The same length as the D type, her width and depth are 5cm bigger, allowing her to have a superior
gauge and to carry more goods. She was originally propelled by oars and a lug sail when the wind was
favourable. A 4HP motor was later fitted. René Marie did his whole career as a fisherman on this
boat. She was later sold to a yachtsman from Ouistreham who did not keep her long. One day in the
summer of 1975 the picoteux ended up in the canal from Caen to the sea with a “for sale” notice.
Driving his car near the lock gates, her present owner found a boat in dilapidated condition. The boat
was lifted by a crane and brought to Luc-sur-mer. After repairs she was ready for her first trial runs in
November 1975. She has since sailed every summer outside Luc-sur-mer and on the “essarts” to fish
for bass and mackerel. In 1984 she was thoroughly overhauled and fitted with a new motor, an RC8D
in place of the small Bernard.

VENT DU SOIR
Type: DAUPHIN
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1960
Length: 6.50 M
Width: 2.25 M
Home port: OUISTREHAM
Association : private owner.
Launched in the late 1950s the “dauphin”
was the last type of boat built by the
Labrèque shipyard. 13 units were
produced altogether. It is difficult to call
this a series, as dimensions varied from
one boat to the next, from 5.57m for the
early ones to 6.50m for “Vent du Soir”.
Built in 1960 she is the last (or last but
one) of the series. With three different
owners, “Vent du Soir” has never stopped
sailing. Painstakingly maintained, with a
yearly careening, she is a good example
of a boat in pristine original condition,
with all her original parts: hull, rigging,
Couach 18HP motor, even the original
brass tank, which is a beautiful item.

VIKING
Type: STAR KEELED MONOTYPE BOAT
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: 1945
Length: 6.92 M
Width: 1.75 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : MUSEE DE LA MARINE, PARIS
Based on a small keeled boat designed by
architect William Gardner, the “star”
appeared in New York in 1911. Very sharp in a breeze and requiring good technique in calm weather,
the boat was successful worldwide and became the first international monotype: Olympic series
since 1932, except in 1976 when the Tempest replaced her. “Viking”, n° 2302 in the international
series, was built in 1945 on plans by Jean-Jacques Herbulot. Bernard Regnault donated her to
Amerami in 1986.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------YOLE 1850
Type: SEINE BOAT
Origin: BOATING
Construction: 1850-1900
Length: 7.50 M
Width: 1.85 M
Home port: CAEN
Association : MUSEE DE LA MARINE, PARIS
Boating started developing as a leisure activity
around 1830 and became fashionable under the
Second Empire (the Victorian era). Hiking was limited
to the outskirts of the towns, trains were scarce,
bicycles did not exist and horses were not affordable
except for a minority of the townspeople. Heavy
work boats were discarded in favour of new, light
and elegant boats for pleasure boating or sports. By
the end of the 19th century there were about 10 000 such boats on the Seine. The Amerami yole, in
perfect condition, is an exceptional memento of this golden age of boating, with all its literary and
pictorial connotations, from Maupassant’s tales to the Impressionists’ pictures.

ZAG
Type: MONOTYPE MINIMUM DE LA MANCHE
Origin: YACHTING
Construction: LATE 1940s
Length: 4.22M
Width: 1.40 M
Home port : CAEN
Association : MUSEE DE LA MARINE, PARIS
In 1920, improving on the older Monotype
Country Club Class, itself based on the Chatou
monotype, Gaston Grenier created a small
sailing boat to provide « minimum introduction » to sailing, which exhibited excellent nautical
qualities and behaved very well at sea. Adopted by the Société des Régates de Dives on the Norman
coast the Monotype Minimum de la Manche was also adopted by Commandant Rocq’s sailing school
in Saint-Jean-de-Luz, the only important one in existence before the War. About sixty units were built
at that time, as well as a few more after 1945.

